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Abstract 
 

The Bathtub Transfer Aid With Leg Raising Ability is designed for individuals 
who have troubles with raising their legs high enough to get into the bathtub.  Individuals 
who have trouble walking or climbing stairs have concerns when trying to raise their legs 
over a 16-inch high tub wall.  Their concerns include safety, mobility and stability.  The 
potential user is considered to have full control of their upper body and arms, and they 
typically use a wheel chair to move around.  The Bathtub Transfer Aid is equipped with a 
leg-raising bar to aid the individual with raising their legs prior to moving into the tub.  A 
transfer rail system allows the seat to move across the tub wall after the legs are raised.  
And a pivot plate was designed and placed under the seat to save space in the bathroom 
allowing for use of the bathroom by other more able individuals.  The Bathtub Transfer 
Aid is supported from a normal wall and the floor just outside the bathtub with anchors to 
prevent shifting while in use.  These supports do not interfere with the bathtub allowing 
for easy retrofit to an existing bathtub.  Grab bars and a shower wand would be helpful 
for individuals who use the Bathtub Transfer Aid. 

The following report is the design report that identifies research, customer, and 
project objectives.  This report then concludes with manufacturing, testing, and 
recommendations for the Bathtub Transfer Aid.  The Bathtub Transfer Aid design 
focused on the requirements and stresses that a 300-pound person would apply to the 
system.  Pulling and pushing forces were designed to be minimal for the use of the 
system by weaker individuals.  A spring-loaded plunger provides the locking point for 
when the leg bar is raised holding the legs up when the individual wants to transfer into 
or out of the bathtub.  A Stop pin was designed to hold the seat in place while the person 
is bathing or when they want to transfer to or from a wheel chair.  The same stop pin also 
releases the seat for rotating 90 degrees when the person is at the tub wall.  Testing 
provided successful results proving that the legs can raise and hold in place, and the seat 
does rotate and transfer into and out of the bathtub.  The force applied to the lever handle 
to raise the legs is about 30% higher than designed, but it is a result of moving the 
linkage position due to binding.  To correct this error it is recommended that the linkage 
angle be adjusted and the leaver length adjusted slightly.  The material selected the 
design and use of the seat was aluminum or stainless steel but steel was substituted for 
the rail system because of its availability in the shape.  A powder coating was applied to 
the rails to help prevent corrosion. 
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Introduction 
 

The following report provides research and design data proving the need for The 
Bathtub Transfer Aid With Leg Raising.  Current bathtub seats or transfer aids for 
showers and bathtub fixtures have limitations that do not suit all individuals’ needs.  
Most seats only aid individuals while inside the bathtub and few seats aid individuals 
with entering and exiting the bathtub.  The Bathtub Transfer Aid is an affordable solution 
for individuals who have trouble when climbing in and out of a conventional bathtub.  A 
bathtub wall is approximately 16 inches high providing concerns for individuals with leg 
disabilities.  Individuals who have problems in lifting their legs 16 inches while standing 
or sitting would find The Bathtub Transfer Aid suitable for their needs.  It promotes 
safety and comfort for the simple task of bathing by aiding individuals with raising their 
legs and allowing them to remain seated while entering and exiting the bathtub.  The 
construction and positioning of The Bathtub Transfer Aid also allows it to be used as a 
seat for the individual while bathing or showering.  The expectations for the use of this 
product are that the individual has control of their upper body and full use of their arms. 

The design of this product took into consideration the idea that each individual 
has different abilities and strengths.  The weight relationship designed for the operations 
of the Leg Raising bar was a percentage of a 300-pound male, but the applied arm force 
of 10-pounds kept in mind its use by a 65 or older female.  The amount of force needed 
decreases as the weight of the individual decreases.  The design of this Bathtub Transfer 
Aid also allows for the use of the bathtub by other individuals who are more mobile 
without the removal of the system when located properly in the bathtub.  The Bathtub 
Transfer Aid may not be suitable for all bathroom layouts. 

The reason behind the design of this product is the problem a relative has with her 
current ability to enter and exit her bathtub.  She is confined to a wheelchair when 
moving around, but can get out of the wheelchair and into another chair under her own 
power.  For her to raise her leg to climb up a 7-inch step is very troublesome.  At times 
she needs assistance with her legs when she tries to get into bed to go to sleep at night.  
So, with a bathtub wall being about 16 inches tall, she has trouble with balance and 
maneuvering her body to get into the bathtub. 

Keeping in mind the situation of my grandmother, and tallying the results of 
research and design produced The Bathtub Transfer Aid With Leg Raising Ability.  The 
Leg Raising Bar is an added feature that no other seat or bathtub aid found during 
research had.  The design identified a logical solution to adding a Leg Raising Bar to the 
currently stationary bathtub seat.  With the addition of the Leg Raising Bar the seat 
needed to move to aid the person into the bathtub.  The rails and rollers were designed to 
aid with transferring the individual into the bathtub.  The design of the seat itself was not 
expected as it was removed from an existing seat and used to design the other features of 
the transfer device.  A couple of modifications were made to the seat frame for mounting 
purposes and allowance of a shaft and stop pin to be installed. 

Test Results show that the applied force on each handle is approximately 13-
pounds for a 260-pound male.  A couple of design changes provided additional force 
applied to the handle.  Recommendations are made for substitutions and further design of 
existing features.  Mounting conditions for different types of walls and floors should also 
be investigated. 
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Research 
 
The Research done to develop this product focused on three parts, existing 

marketed products and patent search, point of use demographics, and potential customer 
survey or interviews.  Extensive research was done to identify the customer and to 
identify the needs and concerns they have while bathing.  The demographics were found 
through The Administration on Aging (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services) 
who produces documents with regards to older Americans based on census statistics.  The 
following statistics have been found in their documents. 
 
Demographics 

The following is reported in "A Profile of Older Americans: 2000" [1].  In 1999 
the amount of people 65 years or older living in the U.S. are 34.5 million people, 
representing about 12.7% of the U.S. population.  This number increased by 3.3 million 
since 1990.  In 1998 a person reaching age 65 had a life expectancy of 16 to 19 more 
years.  This total is expected to continue to climb with projections for 2030 at about 70 
million people age 65 or older which is expected to be about 20% of the population.  In 
1998 67% of older persons outside of institutions lived with family and 31% lived alone.  
In 1997 only 4.3% of the 65 and over population lived in nursing homes. 

Chronic conditions contribute to the limitations and disabilities of older people.  
The most common chronic conditions affecting the 65 or older population are Arthritis, 
Diabetes, Cancer, Stroke, Hypertension, and Heart Disease.  In 1997 30% of the 
population age 65-75 and 50.2% of those 75 or over have limitations from chronic 
conditions.  An elderly person with limitations from these chronic conditions can be 
considered disabled.   

Disabilities fit into two different categories, activities in daily living (ADL) or 
instrumental activities in daily living (IADL).  ADL's include bathing, dressing, eating, 
and getting around the house.  IADL's include preparing meals, shopping, managing 
money, using the telephone, doing housework, and taking medication.  In 1994-95 52.5% 
of the older population reported having one disability (71.5% - 85+).  14% of them had 
difficulty performing ADL's (27.5% - 85+) and 21% had difficulty performing IADL's 
(40.4% - 85+).  Charts and other supporting data can be found in the "Older Americans 
2000: Key Indicators of Well-Being" [2] document prepared by the Administration on 
Aging. 
 
Patent and Product Search 

In the proposal stage patent searches found several patents in relation to this 
product except the element missing is the leg-raising bar.  Patent 5606751 Shower Chair 
and Bathtub Transfer Assembly is probably the closest to the product being proposed 
(Appendix K).  This seat allows a person to sit on it while outside the tub environment 
then swivels and slides into the tub for the bath or shower.  It does not have a leg-raising 
feature that is the main objective with the Bathtub Transfer Aid with Leg Raising Ability.  
Other products on the market have not had the leg-raising feature.  Most products 
available to purchase at a reasonable price are not stable and are placed inside the bathtub 
without securing into place allowing for movement while in use providing safety 
concerns to the individual. 
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Survey and Interview Results 
 Since there does not appear to be a seat available with leg raising abilities, 
determining if there was a need for this feature had to be done.  The primary customer 
was determined to be a person over the age of 65 that would have limited abilities with 
their legs.  A survey found in appendix B was administered to 10 patients at St. Charles 
Nursing Home in Ft. Wright Kentucky.  Two nurses aids and 2 additional people outside 
of the home were interviewed with the survey.  Results from the survey were about 50% 
convincing that this product would work.  In addition to the above survey a visit to the 
local Med-Mart proved that several elderly people purchase bathtub-seating apparatuses.  
The sales lady spoken with mentioned they sell about 50 seats during a sale and they run 
sales about once every 6 to 8 weeks.  Some are return customers looking for something 
different than what they currently have but most are new.  When asked about leg-raising 
feature she didn’t seem to think anyone has ever asked for that feature.  However, 
customers do ask if there is anything else that is more mobile. 
 
Budget 

The initial budget was decided upon in the proposal stage to be around $680.00 
and adjusted during the design phase as parts and materials were designed or selected.  
The budget at the end of the design phase estimated $450.00.  Most of the purchased 
parts were selected and ordered from the McMaster-Carr Company.  Aluminum and other 
metals were purchased through The David Hirschberg Steel Co.  Fasteners were 
purchased at the local hardware store.  The final budget cost after purchase and building 
the Bathtub Transfer Aid amounted to $515.19.  A breakdown of each budget can be 
found in Appendix F.  This budget does not include labor to build or design. 
 
Schedule 
 A schedule for the duration of the project is identified in Appendix E.  Design 
tasks and fabrication tasks are provided in the left hand column.  A star indicates deadline 
dates. The light gray shows the planned time to spend and the slash indicates the actual 
time spent.  The initial layout was based on a 4-hour workday with Fridays scheduled off.  
This provides approximately 24 hours a week for 15 weeks of design and build.  
Adjustments were made as deadlines approached. 
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Project Objectives 
 
 The main objective of The Bathtub Transfer Aid With Leg Raising Ability is to 
provide an individual safety and stability when entering and exiting a bathtub while 
aiding them with raising their legs to clear the bathtub wall.  The person kept in mind 
when designing this product has trouble lifting her legs high enough to get over the 
bathtub wall on her own and has trouble using existing bathtub aids for fear of safety.  
This design focused on a leg-raising feature and transfer rail system to attach an existing 
seat and frame providing more mobility to the individual.  The seat starts from outside the 
bathtub to receive the person and ends up inside the bathtub facing the length of the tub.  
A pivot plate utilizes space saving techniques allowing the seat to rotate when it reaches 
the tub wall (end of rail) to allow the individual to get on or off the seat outside the 
bathtub.  A seat-locking pin provides safety by locking the seat in place inside and 
outside the bathtub.   A spring-loaded plunger is provided for holding the leg bar in the 
up position.  Other objectives that allow this seat to be versatile is that its dimensions 
consume minimal space in the bathroom or bathtub to allow for use of the bathroom or 
tub by other more able individuals.  Assumptions made when designing are that the 
customer is responsible for having grab bars in place and modifying the showerhead to 
suit their placement of the seat.  In order to prove that the design of The Bathtub Transfer 
Aid meets the above objectives a proof of design checklist was created and is found in 
appendix A.  Discussion of the testing results will follow the design section of the report. 
 The objectives were decided upon from results of the customer survey and the 
space available to place the seat in the bathroom.  The QFD matrix [3] found in appendix 
C identifies several of the objectives (what’s) and how to accomplish them during the 
design.   Improvements were made during the design and building of the product as long 
as it didn’t jeopardize the budget and/or conflict with other features of The Bathtub 
Transfer Aid.  Safety belts were decided to be not important for a person who can hold 
their own posture and balance.  Safety belts were not designed for this product. 
 
Design Development 
 

The design for The Bathtub Transfer Aid was developed from several concepts 
detailing and trying to meet the project objectives.  Each concept presented had to 
accomplish raising the person’s legs and safely moving them into the bathtub.  Each 
concept was evaluated focusing on the two major components, leg raising system and 
transfer system.  The Pugh’s selection method [3] found in appendix D, was used to 
determine the best design concept.  The Datum for this evaluation is a stationary bathtub 
transfer bench.  This method of selection rates individual components so that a designer 
can focus on the good ideas provided to him.  The idea is to generate a new concept from 
all the good ideas presented with the previous concepts.  The final concept provided the 
designer with a focal point for the design of The Bathtub Transfer Aid.  The leg-raising 
feature was accomplished with a simple four bar linkage arrangement.  And the Transfer 
system is accomplished with a rail system that encloses the wheels inside a track helping 
to protect them from water and soap.  Selecting the materials for the system is important 
also to prevent corrosion of The Bathtub Transfer Aid inside the shower and soapy 
environment.  
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Material selection  
 The selection of material is a big issue when the environment such as a bathtub 
provides water and soaps that can corrode certain materials.  This environment lends 
itself to plastic, aluminum or stainless steel construction.  Aluminum was the designer’s 
choice for its strength and ability to manufacture.  Stainless steel or steel with a corrosion 
resistant coating was alternated in when aluminum was not available in that shape or size.  
Plastic components for handles, seat and pivot plate were purchased or trimmed out of a 
large sheet.   
 
Leg raising system  
 The leg raising system consists of a lever, a linkage and a leg bar arranged as 
shown in Appendix I.  The individual raises the leg bar by pulling on the lever.  The 
linkage connects the lever to the leg bar and the legs of the individual rest on the leg bar. 
The leg bar is attached to the seat with two UHMW base mount bearings. Determining 
how much force was applied to the leg bar was done with help of the “Human Factors 
Design Handbook” [4].  The handbook provides weight percentages for body parts and 
human strength recommendations.  The lever and leg bar were designed based on the 
space available surrounding a bathtub.  The height of a bathtub averages 16 inches on the 
outside and the width of the bathtub averages 31 inches out to out.  The depth inside a 
bathtub varies between 12 and 14 inches with angled walls.  The initial design was for a 
10 pound or less input force applied by the individual.  Some adjustments in length and 
location were made during the manufacturing stage resulting in a higher force. 
 The weight of a persons legs and feet are about 13% of their total body weight 
[4].  Applying this factor to a 300 pound person results in 39 pounds of leg and feet 
weight.  The 39 pounds decreases as the total weight of a person decreases.   The pulling 
force for a middle aged male is 42 pounds adjusted by 25% to reach 10 lbs for a 65 or 
older woman.  The forces and calculations for each part of the linkage arrangement can 
be found in Appendix I.   
 Associated with each lever is a spring-loaded plunger that holds the leg bar in the 
up and down position.  The individual must pull both pins out and move the bar prior to 
engaging their legs.  Handles are provided at the upper end of the bar to allow for the 
individual a place to pull when the legs are engaged with the leg bar.     
 
Seat transfer 
 The seat transfer rail was designed with a track system found in a catalog.  The 
track is a powder-coated steel selected more for its availability and shape.  An aluminum 
or stainless steel shape should be used when it goes into production.  Four stainless steel 
track rollers ride along the inside of the rails and provide for lateral motion of the seat.  A 
transfer plate was designed to attach the wheels and pivot plate to.  A pivot plate provides 
the rotation of the seat when it is at the tub wall allowing the person to sit on the seat 
outside of the bathtub.  A seat plate is created to attach the seat and leg raising system to 
the pivot plate.  The pivot plate is made out of aluminum with UHMW plastic 
sandwiched between the pivot plate and seat plate.  The UHMW plastic provides less 
friction for the aluminum to rotate.  A stop pin provides the locking ability for the pivot 
plate and the transfer rail movement.  The stop pin rides in a track cut in the plastic 
portion of the pivot plate and drops into holes in 90-degree positions.  There are also 
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holes strategically located in the transfer rail that provide for the locking points inside and 
outside the tub.  Fabrication and assembly drawings can be found Appendix H.  A bill of 
materials is associated with the drawings and can be found in Appendix G.  Purchase part 
specifications can be found in appendix J. 
  
Manufacturing and Testing 
 
 Manufacturing of The Bathtub Transfer Aid was done at the OMI College of 
Applied Science in the machine shop of the north lab building.  The designer did the 
manufacturing with guidance and welding from Glen Grismer, Dave Conrad and Darrel 
Peacock.  The designer purchased the materials from local companies and McMaster-
Carr Supply Company.  The designer assembled The Bathtub Transfer Aid at home and 
in the machine shop.  A mock bathtub was fabricated out of plywood for testing and 
demonstration.  
 
Testing 
 The individual tested The Bathtub Transfer Aid and made adjustments to the 
linkage, stop pin, and pivot plate as required to allow for smooth operation of the seat.  A 
proof of design was performed with the advisor Dr. Thomas Boronkay present.  The 
system finally passed as a working product.  The proof of design checklist found in 
appendix A was used to determine if the project objectives were properly met.  A 260-
pound male who has no disabilities performed the testing.  Also testing was performed 
with other able bodied adults to get their opinion on its movement and usability.   
 The results from testing found a 13-pound force applied to each handle was 
needed to raise the legs of a 260-pound male.  This force was expected to be higher due 
to a change in the linkage arrangement.  Additional adjustments in lever length and 
linkage angel at the point in which it connects to the lever can lower the applied force. 
All the other objectives were met or exceeded based on testing performed by the designer 
and advisor.  Some concerns were brought up about location and size of knobs for 
operation and can easily be adjusted for production.  The seat does rotate ninety degrees 
and transfer into and out of the bathtub smoothly with the weight of a 260-pound 
individual. The locking pin does lock the seat in place for bathing and to allow the 
individual to get on or off the seat outside the tub, however the locking pin should be 
redesigned to allow for more stable operation.  It is recommended that additional testing 
be performed for life expectancy and to get the opinion of the target customer. 
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Conclusion 
 
 The Bathtub Transfer Aid With Leg Raising Ability became a valuable solution 
for individuals who have trouble when climbing in and out of a conventional bathtub.  It 
provides safety and comfort for the simple task of bathing by aiding individuals with 
raising their legs and allowing them to remain seated while entering and exiting the 
bathtub.  The seat remains available for the individual to use while showering or bathing.  
The design allows the Bathtub Transfer Aid to be added to multiple bathtubs and in 
various bathroom layouts without major reconstruction of the bathroom.  Support for the 
Bathtub Transfer Aid is from a wall and floor, which does not affect the bathtub at all.  
The space saving construction and proper placement of the Bathtub Transfer Aid can 
allow normal use of the bathtub or bathroom by more able individuals.  Grab bars and 
shower wands should be installed to aid the individual with moving and showering.   

Further production and design of this prototype should include substituting plastic 
parts for some of the metal parts like the seat plate or transfer plate. And it is 
recommended that the powder coated steel rails be replaced with aluminum or stainless 
steel to prevent corrosion. 
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Appendix A – Proof of Design Specification Checklist 
 

 Seat must lock to prevent movement while bathing and seat must lock to prevent 
movement when person is transferring between seat and wheel chair.  Test 
locking device with person sitting on seat and with seat empty by trying to move 
seat. 

 
 Locking device will be located at front or side of seat for easy access. 

 
 Person’s legs must elevate from vertical position.  (Rotate ~90°).  Measure 

rotation of bar. 
 

 Person must be able to use one arm to maneuver chair in and out of bathtub.  
Tester must test while sitting in the seat and agree. 

 
 Force applied to the leg-raising lever shall be less than 10 lbs to raise legs 

approximately 90 degrees from vertical.  Testing will be done with applying 30 
lbs of sand to leg bar and a spring-loaded scale to the leaver then tester will pull 
the scale to activate.   

 
 Seat must be moveable to slide person into and out of bathtub over the tub wall.  

Test seat movement with person sitting on seat. 
 

 Seat will rotate to aid with entry to tub and save space in bathroom.  Test seat 
rotation with person sitting on seat. 

 
 Seat will lock against rotation for safety.  Test locking device with person sitting 

on seat and with seat empty by trying to move seat. 
 

 When seat is rotate to face parallel with bathtub edge of seat closest to wall shall 
be less than 25” from wall.  To allow person to reach grab bar device or what ever 
customer has and pull him or herself in to tub.  Measure distance. 

 
 Estimated weight of customer to be less than 300 pounds. Any human less than 

300 pounds can test of seat. 
 
 
Signature: 
 
 
__________________________________  ____________________________ 
Kenneth T. Fitzgerald   Date  Dr. Thomas Boronkay  Date 
Student      Advisor 
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Appendix B – Customer Survey 
 
Bathtub Seat Transfer Apparatus Survey 
 
This survey is for individuals who use or have thought about the use of bathtub 
seats while showering or bathing. 
 
A design team is asked to develop a bathtub seat to aid older disabled individuals in 
entering and exiting the bathtub.  Some features that are leg raising aids, transferring 
improvements. 
(Number answered) 

Do you have a conventional bathtub?  Yes_(14)__ No___ 
 
Do you use a bathtub seat or transfer bench when you shower or bathe? Yes_(7) No_(7) 
  
Do you like the current bathtub seat that you use?  Yes_(7)__ No_(7)__ 
 
Is it important to you that a bathtub seat will help you with raising your legs over the 
bathtub wall or while bathing?  (Exp. Leg rest on recliner)  
Not important   Somewhat   Very important 
1 (5)  2 (5)  3 (2)  4 (1)  5 (1) 
 
Is it important for you to sit on the seat prior to entering the bathtub? 
Not important   Somewhat   Very important 
1 (5)  2 (2)  3 (5)  4 (0)  5 (2) 
 
Would it be helpful for you if the seat can slide with you as you maneuver into position 
for your bath?   
Not important   Somewhat   Very important 
1 (2)  2 (5)  3 (4)  4 (1)  5 (2) 
 
Is it important for you to have armrests on the seat while bathing? 
Not important   Somewhat   Very important 
1  2 (3)  3 (8)  4  5 (3) 
 
Is it important for you to have a back to the seat while bathing? 
Not important   Somewhat   Very important 
1  2 (5)  3 (8)  4 (1)  5 
 
Is there a feature that was not mentioned that you have thought would be helpful for you 
when taking a bath or shower? 
____None mentioned_____________________________________________________ 
 
What price would you consider paying if this product truly could help you out? 
$__If it seems reasonable they would buy it; I would have to try it out before I buy it.
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Appendix C – QFD 
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Features
Raise Legs 9 3 1 1 1 3.0 2.0 4.0 1.5

Seat Outside Tub 1 1 1 1 3 1 3.0 2.0 3.0 1.2
Seat Moves With Person 1 1 3 3 1 1 1 3.0 2.0 3.0 1.2

Arm Rests 1 1 4.0 1.0 3.0 1.0
Back on Seat 3 1 1 3.0 3.0 3.0 1.0

Safety
Seat Stopping Device 1 1 1 1 4.0 1.0 3.0 1.5

Leg Raising Leaver Hold 1 1 4.0 1.0 3.0 1.5

14 people surveyed, 2 nurses and 1 supplier interviewed.

Basic Requirements EXPLANATION OF RELATIONSHIP VALUES OF 9
  Hold a 300 lb person 1. LEG Support Bar, support of leg and ability to raise leg under 
  Manual Operation manual reach and strength verries from person to person.
  Must be stationary when
  person is transfering on and off seat.

Hows

 

M
od

ifi
ed

 Im
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an

ce

9.0
5.4
5.4
12.0
3.0

18.0
18.0

Technical Importance 26.4 86.4 32.4 17.4 39.6 30.6 57.6 55.8 38.4

Table 1 - QFD HOUSE OF QUALITY [3] 
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Appendix D – Pugh’s Selection Method 
 

Concept 1 Concept 2 Concept 3
Evaluation Single Rail Single Rail Two Track

Criteria Top Roller Side Rollers Roller Inside

Ease of Manufacturing + + +
Ease of Assembly - - -
Ease of Operation + + +
Ease to Install S S S
Safety + + +
Service Ability S S -
Life Span S - +
Comfort - - S
Appearance - - +
Cleanability + + -

TOTAL + 4 4 5
TOTAL - 3 4 3
TOTAL S 3 2 2

**Datum for evaluation is a standard stationary bathtub transfer bench

Pugh's Concept Selection Method

 
Table 2 - CONCEPT SELECTION METHOD [3] 
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Appendix E – Schedule 

DESIGN OBJECTIVES 4 11 18 25 1 8 15 22 1 8 15 22 29 5 12 19 26 3 10 17 24 31
Administer Survey/Interview Customers planned

actual
Build QFD, Generate Concepts, Select Concepts planned

actual
“Proof of Design” Specs planned

actual
leg raising mechanism planned

actual
transfer rail design planned

actual
Design Freeze
fabrication and assembly drawings planned

actual
Interim Design Report planned

actual
order parts and materials planned

actual
fabrication of linkage and leaver planned

actual
fabrication of leg bar planned

actual
fabrication of transfer plate planned

actual
fabrication of seat plate planned

actual
fabricate locking device planned

actual
assemble components planned

actual
testing, proof of design planned

actual
fabricate and design pivot plate actual
Tech expo
Oral Presentation planned

actual
Final Report planned

actual

JANUARY
WEEK ENDING

FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY

 
Table 3 - DESIGN SCHEDULE 
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Appendix F – Budget 
Proposal Budget
Item Source Donated Loaned Cost to Purchase Service in Kind
Plastic Seat Med-Mart $50.00
Aluminum Track McMaster-Carr $310.00
Steel pipe support McMaster-Carr $20.00
Aluminum seat plate McMaster-Carr $150.00
Load Track Roller McMaster-Carr $100.00
Miscelaneous McMaster-Carr $50.00

Total $680.00

Estimated Budget After Design
Item Source Donated Loaned Cost to Purchase Service in Kind
Plastic Seat Med-Mart $45.00
Lazy Suzan McMaster-Carr $6.00
Track Rollers McMaster-Carr $60.76
Track McMaster-Carr $71.04
Bearings McMaster-Carr $19.92
Aluminum tube 6ft McMaster-Carr $11.96
Seat plate McMaster-Carr $131.76
Miscelaneous McMaster-Carr $100.00

Total $446.44

Final Budget
Item Source Donated Loaned Cost to Purchase Service in Kind
Plastic Seat Med-Mart $45.00
Lazy Suzan McMaster-Carr $6.06
Track Rollers McMaster-Carr $60.76
Track McMaster-Carr $105.31
Bearings McMaster-Carr $31.20
Aluminum tube 6ft Hirschberg $65.72
Seat plate, etc. Hirschberg $98.58
Miscelaneous Local Hardware $102.56

Total $515.19  
Table 4 - BUDGET 
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Appendix G – Bill of Materials 
 
MATERIAL SCHEDULE (APPLIES TO ALL SHEETS)
PART TAG NAME DRAWING MATERIAL QTY

A LEVER SHAFT M1 ALUMINUM 6061-T6 2
B LINKAGE M1 ALUMINUM 6061-T6 2
C LEG BAR M1 ALUMINUM 6061-T6 1
D SEAT PLATE M2 ALUMINUM 6061-T6 1
E LEVER SHAFT M2 ALUMINUM 6061-T6 1
F BASE PLATE M2 ALUMINUM 6061-T6 1
G STOP PIN M2 STAINLESS STEEL 304 1
H TRACK RAIL M3 .100" THICK POWDER COATED STEEL 2
I RAIL END M3 .100" THICK POWDER COATED STEEL 2
J 1" DIA, 24" LONG POST M3 ALUMINUM SCHED 40 PIPE 1
L PIVOT PLATE M2 UHMW PLASTIC 1
M PIVOT BASE M2 ALUMINUM 6061-T6 1

1 SEAT PURCHASE PLASTIC
2 SEAT FRAME PURCHASE ALUMINUM 1
4 TRACK ROLLER PURCHASE HARDENED CROWNED, DOUBLE SEALED BALL BEARING 4
5 BLOCK BEARING PURCHASE BASE MOUNT UHMW PLAIN BEARING 2
6 HANDLE PURCHASE ALUMINUM REVOLVING HANDLES WITH STUD 2
7 SPRING LOADED STOP PIN PURCHASE HAND RETRACTABLE SPRING LOADED PLUNGER 1
8 ANGLE SUPPOR PURCHASE STAINLESS STEEL 304 2

PURCHASE 20 NUTS AND BOLTS STAINLESS STEEL 0  
Table 5 - MATERIALS SCHEDULE 
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Appendix H – Drawings 
 
DRAWING LIST 
MO – COVER SHEET 
M1 – LEVER, LINKAGE, LEG BAR, ASSEMBLY 
M2 – SEAT BASE, BASE PLATE, ASSEMBLY 
M3 – TRACK RAIL, RAIL END, ASSEMBLY 
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Appendix I – Calculations 
 
Linkage Arrangement 
 

 
Figure 1 - Linkage Arrangement 

 
 
The above linkage arrangement is when it is in the raised position.  The force applied to 
the leg bar is based on the center of gravity of the leg weight.  The “X lbs of force” is the 
force to be determined by the following calculations. Free body diagrams below will 
represent the forces acting on each linkage. 
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Linkage 

 
Figure 2 - Linkage free body diagram 

 
Forces 
 
Fb = Fc = 55.2 lbs 
 
Rectangular Bar 
A = .28125 in2  b = .375 in h = .75 in  c = .375 in I = .013 in4 
 
Stresses 
σx = σb + σc    σb = Mc/I    σc = Fx/A 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
σb =  0 lbs /in2 
 
σc =  55.2 lbs 
 .28125 in2 
 
σc =  196.3 lbs /in2 
 
σx =  196.3 lbs /in2   pure tension 
 
Aluminum 6061 – T6  σy =  40,000 lbs /in2  σall =  20,000 lbs /in2 
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Lever 

 
Figure 3 - Lever free body diagram 

 
Forces 
 
Fc = 55.2 lbs 
 
Fx = 55.2 lbs (cos 75) = 14.3 lbs Applied FY = 21.32 lbs 
 
Fy = 55.2lbs (sin 75) = 53.3 lbs Md = 213.2 in lbs   
 
Rectangular Bar 
A = .28125 in2  b = .375 in h = .75 in  c = .375 in I = .013 in4 
 
Stresses 
σx = σb + σc    σb = Mc/I    σc = Fx/A 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
σb =  213.2 in lbs (.375 in) 
 .013 in4 
 
σb =  6150 lbs /in2 
 
σc =  14.3 lbs 
 .28125 in2 
 
σc =  50.8 lbs /in2 
 
σx =  6200 lbs /in2    
 
Aluminum 6061 – T6  σy =  40,000 lbs /in2  σall =  20,000 lbs /in2
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Leg Bar 

 
Figure 4 - Leg Bar free body diagram 

 
Forces 
Fb = 35.5 lbs / (sin 40°) = 55.2 lbs    Ma = 195 in lbs 
 
Fx = 55.2 lbs (cos 40°) = 42.3 lbs Fy = 35.5 lbs 
 
Thin wall tubing aluminum 5/8 in dia. 
A = .115 in2  t = .065 in r = .28 in  c = .3125 in I = .009 in4 
 
Stresses 
σx = σb + σc    σb = Mc/I    σc = Fx/A 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
σb =  195 in lbs (.3125 in) 
 .009 in4 
 
σb =  6770 lbs /in2 
 
σc =  42.3 lbs 
 .115 in2 
 
σc =  368 lbs /in2 
 
σx =  7137 lbs /in2  
 
T  =  195 in lbs_________ = 6090 lbs /in2 
 2π (.28 in)2 (.065 in) 
 
Tmax = 195 in lbs (2(.28 in)+ .065 in)   = 6706 lbs /in2 

   π(.28 in)(.065 in)(4(.28in)2 + (.065 in)2) 
 
Aluminum 6061 – T6  σy =  40,000 lbs /in2  σall =  20,000 lbs /in2 
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Stress on Pin 
 
1/8" diameter pin (A=.0123 in2) 
 
σp =  55.2 lbs 
 .0123 in2 
 
σc =  4488 lbs /in2 
 
Stress on Hole 
 
σnom =  55.2 lbs______________ 
  (.75 in - .125 in) (.375 in) 
 
σnom =  22.1 lbs /in2 
 
σmax =  2.9 *22.1 lbs /in2 
 
σmax =  64.34 lbs /in2 
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Appendix J - Specifications 
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Appendix K – Patent 
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